
You will need to make a total of eight Manor House blocks for the

border of the quilt layout as shown. Instructions are given for the

cutting of one block. You can make them all the same or make your

town more colorful by having all different colored houses.

You will need a background fabric, house fabric, window fabric, door

fabric, roof fabric and chimney fabric. Cut the following pieces for one

block and lay them out in the order shown in the numbered image to help keep the pieces in order.

In all my measurements, I list the width measurement first (left to right) x length measurement (top to

bottom). So if you are using any one-way prints, be sure to pay attention to which way you want your fabric

to lay.

Background Fabric: A=6.5” x 2.5” C = 4.0” x 2.5”
D = two 2.5” squares (draw diagonal line on back)
Chimney: B = 2.0” x 2.5”
Roof: J = 11.5” x 2.5”
Windows: B = two 2.0” x 2.5” L= two 3.0 x 2.5”
Door: M = 2.0” x 3.5”
House: E=two 2.5” squares K= 4.5” x 2.5”
F = 11.5” x 1.5” G = two 2.0” x 3.5” H = two 3.0” x 1.5”
I = two 1.25 x 3.5

Use scant 1/4” seam allowance throughout. I generally press seams open to reduce bulk. The house is
assembled sort of in rows. Once a row is stitched, lay it back down in order so pieces don’t get mixed up or
turned around.

 Stitch piece A to left side of B; add C to right of B.

 Using stitch and flip method, stitch D squares to each edge of roof, making sure you are stitching
correct angle on roof.

 Stitch B to each side of K. Add E to outside edges of Bs. Stitch F to the bottom of this section.

 Stitch an H to the bottom of each L. Stitch I to each side of Door M, and then stitch an L/H section to
each side. Add G to left and right side of this row.

 Lastly stitch each row to the other to complete the house.
o Block should now measure 11.5” x 10.5”.

See you next month!

Denise
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